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Opportunity:

Our journey began with the opportunity to craft a robotic system featuring seamless, intuitive control. We
hoped to blend complex software and precision mechanical control systems to make the movement user
centric and instinctual. While brainstorming applications for the robotic control system, we became
increasingly interested in the applications of soft robotics such as search and rescue as well as surgery.
Driven by soft robotics’ origins in biomimicry we couple our interests in soft robotics and intuitive control to
design and construct an intuitively controlled bio-mechanism Therefore, our project ultimately took on the
fabrication of a robotic arm that behaved akin to an octopus’ tentacle: fluid and versatile.

High Level Strategy:

The initial desired functionality was to have an octopus robot that flexed and/or moved its tentacles in
response to hand motions as the external controller. We were quite ambitious and expected to have multiple
tentacle arms and utilize various sensors to capture and transmit the motions of a hand and fingers as a
signal for robotic motion. However, upon further research and consultation we scaled down our strategy to fit
within financial and time constraints.

Our high level strategy then became to utilize three degrees of actuation controlled by three “tendons”. The
string lengths would vary by motor-capstan rotation, thereby creating the fluid motion of the tentacle. The
rigidity of the tentacle arm would be maintained by disks and springs between them. While initial functionality
goals included sensors picking up hand motions, we decided to go for a joystick controller for our arm and
limit additional functionality to an LED light show and preprogrammed “dance sequence”. The 2-degree
joystick was mapped using a mathematical function in our code, and we mapped x and y coordinates of the
joystick input to radial positions of our arm. We implemented position control to have soft-stops so that the
tentacle did not bend beyond its fracture point. Our arm meets our soft robotics specifications and moves
like an octopus tentacle while also being intuitively controlled, but it did not reach the ambitious goals of
multiple arms due to budgeting and timeline.

Integrated Device:

Below, we show our motor assembly and housing, circuitry, and final assembly.



Music Board and Op Amps for Light Strips (under motor driver cables):

Critical Design Decisions and Calculations:

The table below shows the constants we had given the compression spring and rotary shaft sizes that were
roughly forced on us based on price and size.

Specifically, we needed springs that were relatively short for their diameter (and not too expensive), and these
were the weakest ones we could find of that type. This is because shorter and wider springs are typically
stronger.

As for the rotary shafts, we picked the diameter based on the size of the cheap shaft couplers and bearings
we found on Amazon.



We then compute the equivalent spring constant for 6 springs in series:
keq = k / 6 = 3 lb/in
The free length of the tentacle is:
Ltot = 6L = 9 in
We assume that at most, the total tower would be compressed to 6 inches. In this state, the spring force
would be:
|Fmax| = keq*(Ltot - 6) = 9 lb
At worst, this would all be held by one cable, with a tension of 9 lb. We used this maximum cable tension to
determine which fishing line to buy. However, we ultimately opted for overkill since we didn’t want the line to
stretch and there was no obvious downside to doing so. We also used the tension estimate to determine
which motors to use.
The associated motor torque would be:
𝜏max = |Fmax|*(dshaft / 2) = 9 lb * 0.1575 in = 1.4175 lb*in = 16.33 kg*mm
Initially, we looked at the Pololu metal gearmotor datasheets to determine the appropriate gearing to achieve
this max torque with less than 60% PWM. This ended up being the 30:1 gear ratio model. However, these
motors were very expensive. We presented these numbers to Tom, who lent us the appropriately sized
motors and corresponding motor drivers that he had for free.

Circuit Diagram and State Transition Diagram:



Reflection:

One of the biggest lessons we learned from this project was the importance of proper software integration.
While presenting our functionality demo, we had not yet added in a position based stop in the code for when
the tentacle was bent to the point of fracture. When dealing with flexible soft robotics components, it is
important that since the components aren’t as rigid, the code is intuitive and accounts for this room to fail.
We have now implemented a position based control system that will also rehome the tentacle after the user
plays with the arm. By adding soft stops in our code we were able to maintain the simplicity and affordability
of the arm build while achieving the same functionality. Additionally, we initially hand-machined the motor
housing out of wood, something that proved to be a great, time consuming challenge. We highly recommend
to all future groups to start on the housing design early so you can laser cut or water jet, as we eventually did
to achieve a cleaner look. We learned a lot from our mistakes in this project, but each one made us better
engineers!



Appendix I: Bill of Materials





Appendix II: CAD

Motor Housing - Isometric View



Motor Housing - Side View



Tentacle Arm



Appendix III: Code
Main System













Music Peripheral



Appendix IV: Mapping of motors to joystick position considerations

Preparing joystick data and converting it to polar coordinates

Motor Mapping to position


